
Reading Name: Williams/Hall Date
Week of: 1/10-14/21

Grade: Kindergarten

Resource:
HMH
Other:

Monday:  Module: 3
Week: 2
Lesson: 6

Tuesday: Module: 3
Week: 2
Lesson: 7

Wednesday:  Module: 3
Week: 2
Lesson: 8

Thursday:  Module: 3
Week: 2
Lesson: 9

Friday:     Module: 3
Week: 2
Lesson: 10

Bellwork Writing activity Alphabet activity page Writing activity Alphabet activity page Writing activity page

Focus TEKS
[No more than 2;
include number]

K.6C K.3B, K.7B K.8D1 K.2D 1 & 3 K.5E

Student friendly
objective

Use text features to
make and confirm
predictions (best
guess).

The learners will use
text features to
understand word
meaning and learn the
main character.

The learners will
recognize the central
idea and supporting
evidence with adult
assistance.

The learners will
recognize that
sentences are
comprised of words
separated by spaces
and recognizing word
boundries.

The learners will make
connections to
personal experiences
and society with adult
assistance.

Word work:
● High frequency
● Vocabulary

Use TE page numbers.

Academic vocab:
HF: predictions, text
features

Power/Vocab:
community, location,
neighbor, busy, help
neighborhood

Academic vocab:
HF: main
character/clues
Power/Vocab:
busy, help,
neighborhood

Academic vocab:
HF: topic, central idea,
text features

Power/Vocab:
busy, help
neighborhood

Academic vocab:
HF: letters, words,
sentences

Power/Vocab:
busy, help
neighborhood

Academic vocab:
HF: letter

Power/Vocab:
busy, help
neighborhood

Learning Activity:
[How to teach focus
TEKS; use TE page
numbers/brief
description.]

I Do
We Do

Read aloud - Quinito’s
Neighborhood
T89 - Develop listening
comprehension.

Review vocabulary-
T-98

Have students T&T
with their partner to tell
about a time when they
were busy, discuss how
they can help others,
and describe their
neighborhood.

T-99
Re-read Quinito’s

Introduce and Read Big
Book- Alphabet in the
Sky

Develop Listening
Comprehension- T110

Engage and Respond-
T111

Identify: Topic (finding

Re-read: The Alphabet
from the Sky

T120 Shared reading

One to One
Correnspondance and
Find the letters

Review: The Alphabet
from the Sky

T130- Response to
Text

T-T-T with your
partners about some
things that form letters
in ABC:  The Alphabet
from the Sky.

Ex: buildings, rivers,



Neighborhood.

Reference- Naked
Mole Rat Gets Dressed

Use Anchor Chart on
T-99 to notice how the
main character acts,
speaks, thinks and
feels/who the main
character is.

T&T to discuss
questions.

letters) and central idea
(We can find letters in
places around us).

lakes, roads, stadiums.

Think/Turn/Talk prompt
[Must relate to focus
TEKS]

T-T-T on T89
Discuss a job in the
neighborhood and
predict what people
with that job do.

T-T-T

T-98 & 99 as stated
above

Think Pair Share- How
does ABC:  The
Alphabet from the sky
show communities?

Turn and talk with your
partner about the
difference between a
letter, word and
sentence.

Turn and talk with
partners about where
they see hidden letters
in the classroom.

Independent Practice
You Do

Create with Playdough,
the text feature that
helps you predict what
people do at their job in
the neighborhood.
Explain the creation to
your table group.

Have students create a
detailed drawing of the
main character and one
text feature that helped
them determine who
the main character
was.

Students should create
a dry erase board
sketch of something
they can think of
around them that is in
the shape of a letter
and ahre with their
table partners.

Students should take 3
minutes to write the
room.  They may write
letters, words or
sentences.  When the
time is up, students
should share their work
with table partners.

MyBook, page 32

When complete,
students may share
with table partners.

Lesson closure
[academic
conversation/restate
objective]

Academic conversation
about what text
features helped and
confirmed predictions.

Academic conversation
about word
meanings/main
character and what
clues students used.

Academic conversation
about different letters in
the natural world
around us.

Academic conversation
regarding the
difference in letters,
words and sentences.

Academic conversation
about how we can find
many letters in our
personal lives.

Exit ticket
[formative; must relate
to focus TEKS, verb
must be the one used
in the TEKS]

What is a prediction?
Turn to your partner
and share.

Who is the main
character? Thumbs
up/down (give wrong
answers too).

What is the central idea
of ABC:  The Alphabet
from the Sky?
Thumbs up/down (give
wrong answers too).

How do you recognize
the difference between
a letter, word and
sentence? Is this a
letter, word, sentence?
Give right and wrong
examples.

How are there letters,
naturally, in the world
around us?

Summative assmt



Homework

Tips Model, Model, Model

Grammar Time Block 1:
Time Block 2:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Focus TEKS
[No more than 2;
include number]

Student friendly
objective

Learning Activity:
[How to teach focus
TEKS; use TE page
numbers/brief descrip.]
I Do



We Do

Independent Practice
You Do

Lesson closure
[academic
conversation/restate
objective]

Summative assmt

Writing
Topic:

Time Block 1:
Time Block 2:

Focus TEKS
[No more than 2;
include number]

Student friendly
objective

Learning Activity:
[How to teach focus
TEKS; use TE page
numbers/brief descrip.]
I Do
We Do

Independent Practice
You Do

Lesson closure
[academic
conversation/restate
objective]

Tips



NOTES:


